Several of these projects were proposed by partner agencies in the Jewish community. The Jewish Community Library received support for its Roving Readers program, which brings books, cassettes, videotapes and conversation to homebound elderly, chronically ill, and disabled clients. The Library coordinates this program with the Bay Area Jewish Healing Center, which was granted funds to expand the reach of its chaplaincy services to a variety of institutions. Jewish Vocational Service received a grant to conduct outreach to those living with chronic illness, HIV, and AIDS, to assist with their career and employment re-entry needs. The Jewish Home for the Aged successfully applied for funds to support a geriatric nurse practitioner, enabling the Home to evaluate a new model of enhanced patient care.
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The Goldman Institute on Aging (GIOA) will conduct research into the range of services needed by people with dementia. The Day Health Center purchased physical therapy and rehabilitation equipment for an innovative “day health housing” project.

Another emerging theme in the delivery of health care is the ability to reach particular communities with various preventive health education measures. The Newcomers Health Program located at San Francisco General Hospital received a grant to hire Russian-speaking health educators. Many of the patients at the Refugee Clinic were formerly treated as outpatients at UCSF Mount Zion.

Women’s health continued to emerge as a significant thrust of UCSF Mount Zion. The GIOA secured funds to evaluate the effectiveness of a health education program targeted specifically to African-Americans, while the San Francisco Immunization Coalition was granted money to assess the disparities in immunization rates for this same community. A grant to the Cancer Risk Program at the UCSF Mount Zion Cancer Center allowed them to hire an educator to provide community lectures that will increase knowledge and awareness of hereditary cancer risk.
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MOUNT ZION HEALTH FUND
Resources for a Healthy Community

EDUCATION

UCSF Mount Zion – Harris M. Fishbon Chair
To support an endowed chair in medicine
$1,000,000

Medical Library of UCSF Mount Zion
To support continued operations
330,000

Cancer Risk Program of UCSF Mount Zion Cancer Center
For community education on the hereditary risk of cancer and general support
125,000

UCSF Mount Zion Department of Geriatrics
To provide home care service for the seriously chronically ill and associated training for resident physicians
122,000

UCSF National Center of Excellence in Women’s Health
To underwrite Women’s Health 2000 Conference
50,000

Jewish Vocational Service
• To support employment, career counseling and computer training services for individuals living with HIV/AIDS
12,000

Community Health Resource Center
To offer senior brown bag lectures and health screenings at the Central YMCA for Russian emigres and other participants
5,000

UCSF Mount Zion Cancer Center
• To implement a Patient Service Improvement Project
$150,000

• To enhance patient support programs at the Cancer Resource Center
145,000

• To undertake a merger of cancer patient databases
132,000

Mount Zion Violence Prevention Project
For continued support of community programs
80,000

International Institute
To build capacity to meet refugee and immigrant preventive health needs at San Francisco General Hospital’s Refugee Medical Clinic
80,000

Jewish Home
To hire a geriatric nurse practitioner
70,000

UCSF Mount Zion
For a case manager position to coordinate care for the Russian emigre population
54,000

Bay Area Jewish Healing Center
• For expansion of services to Jews in institutional settings
45,000

• To initiate a mental illness education and outreach program
20,000

Carol Franc Buck Breast Care Center
For patient support programs
35,000

TRUST & SPECIAL FUNDS

EDUCATION FUNDS
Alice and Samuel Lilienthal Memorial Fund
Bloomberg Loan Fund
Dr. Allan Terasaki Fellowship Fund
Dr. Julius Rosenstirn Scholarship Fund
Jacob Smith Surgical Lab Fund
Louis and Amelia Bloch Memorial Fund
Mabel E. Bush Endowment Fund
Medical Staff Library Fund
Milton Meyer Teaching Fund
Patricia Brown Memorial Fund
Rhoda and Richard Goldman Fund
Schwartz Education and Travel Fund

PATIENT CARE FUNDS
Alice and Sidney Schwartz Patient Fund
Benfield and Belle Guggenheim Fund
Blanche B. Goldman Newborn Prenatal Care Fund
Cardiovascular Patient and Family Care Fund
Children’s Caring Fund
Clare Zellerbach Sarson Memorial Tumor Institute Fund
Clinic Funds
Dorothy and Edwyn Garfield Fund
Dr. Jacob Abessar Cardiac Lecture Fund
Edgar M. Kahn Memorial Fund
Gustave and Rose Schmelzer Opiatum Clinic Fund
Harriet Ornstein Memorial Fund
Harry and Betty Carson Endowment Fund
Irene B. Dernham Fund
Irma H. Raymond Memorial Fund
Jollian Meyer Cardiovascular Fund
Rhoda Goldman Cancer Care Fund
Temple Emanuel-AIDS Social Service Fund
Willette Raphael Cancer Education Fund
Zena Gross Greenstrand Memorial Fund

RESEARCH FUNDS
Frederick J. Hellman Fund
General Research Fund
Golda H. and Irving L. Mayer Fund
Gladys Bann Fund for Biomedical Research
Harold Burnett Institute Endowment Fund
Herbert L. Cook Memorial Fund
Loraine M. Newman Research Fund
Lucie Stern Trust Fund
Pearl B. Jacobs Trust Fund
Rhoda Goldman Cancer Research Fund

ADVISED FUNDS
Art For Recovery Fund
Chaplains Fund
Cincinnati Oncology Fund

MOUNT ZION HEALTH FUND
Resources for a Healthy Community

UCSF Mount Zion
To publish “Everyone’s Guide for Cancer Therapy”
$25,000

Continuum
To maintain professional health, social, and spiritual support programs for persons living with HIV/AIDS
25,000

Mothers’ Living Stories Project
To further the development of support programs targeted at mothers facing life-threatening illnesses
25,000

The Alzheimer’s Association – Greater San Francisco Bay Area Chapter
To expand the family care coordination program
23,000

UCSF Mount Zion Department of Ophthalmology
To purchase state-of-the art equipment
18,000

Apple Tree California
For start-up costs for a mobile dental service for the elderly (matching 3:2 grant)
13,000

North and South Market Adult Day Health
For physical and occupational therapy equipment at Presentation Senior Community
13,000

UCSF Mount Zion Division of Interventional Radiology
For purchase of equipment to enhance performance of certain medical procedures
14,000

Jewish Community Library
To support the Roving Readers program
10,000

Goldman Institute on Aging
5,000

To sustain the Russian Arts and Language Program of the Consortium for Elders and Youth in the Arts

UCSF Mount Zion Cancer Center
• To support various research projects
$250,000

• For the third round of grants to the Clinical Investigator Research Program
200,000

Goldman Institute on Aging
• To support a study by Northern California Chronic Care Network for Dementia
120,000

• To perform an outcome evaluation of the Multipurpose Senior Services Program
90,000

• To undertake an evaluation of the African American Health Education Project
20,000

San Francisco Immunization Coalition
To conduct focus groups in the African American community
30,000
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